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THE POLITICS OF BLOCKCHAIN
Origins of Bitcoin and blockchains lie in libertarian and
cypherpunk movement
Eric Hughes - A Cypherpunk's Manifesto
Barlow’s A declaration of independence of
Cyberspace
The Crypto Wars of 1990s – attempts by US/UK
government to prevent widespread use of
cryptography
Core Principles
Privacy of communications
Anonymity
Opposition to censorship
Strongly anti-government
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POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE

https://goo.gl/gcyAuN

Major argument for blockchain is to create systems
outside government control
Closely related to focus on removing “third party”
In libertarian universe, government and government actors
are always bad
Smart contracts eliminate third parties e.g. lawyers,
notaries, banks, insurance companies
Concept of “self sovereign identity” (blockchain based
identity management) again seeks to remove government
as prover of identity

https://goo.gl/kJyK8G
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SMART CONTRACTS
Coined by Nick Szabo in 1996 – “A smart contract is a set of promises,
specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties
perform on these promises.” (https://goo.gl/g738LG )
Extended by Ian Griggs as “Riccardian Contracts” -- “A digital contract
that defines the terms and conditions of an interaction, between two or
more peers, that is cryptographically signed and verified”
Importantly it is both human and machine readable and digitally signed
“The ultimate test of our mission is if the legal profession can take a
Ricardian contract and unambiguously decide points of dispute.” — Ian
Grigg - http://www.webfunds.org/guide/ricardian.html
They have been tested in court successfully cf. DigiGold v.
Systemics, before the Supreme Court of Anguilla (2001)
The idea included in Ethereum by Vitalik Buterin
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Smart contracts (supposedly)
are pieces of code
codifying agreements and trust relations
deployed on a virtual machine …
… to be automatically executed by the VM
In the Blockchain + Smart contract world:
SCs will control of high value assets:
SCs will be:
Unchangeable, autonomous and unstoppable
Publicly visible and analyzable
Run in a public, hostile environment
Be written by fallible human beings
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“A smart contract is a
piece of code which
is stored on an
blockchain, triggered
by blockchain
transactions, and
which reads and
writes data in that
blockchain’s
database.” – Gideon
Greenspan
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https://www.multichain.com/blog/2016/04/beware-impossible-smart-contract/

SMART CONTRACTS IN ETHEREUM

CHALLENGES
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FAILURES OF SMART CONTRACTS
There are many high profile cases of Smart Contracts failing:
2016: Most famous: “The DAO”: A smart contract running a
virtual company, obtained $150M of funding in ETH, lost $60M
due to bug in the code.
2017: Parity multi-sig wallet: bug resulted in loss of $30M
2017: parity multi-sig wallet again: $300M frozen (and lost)

Largely due to coding errors …. To be expected in a “move fast
and break things” culture.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES 1
A blockchain platform is a peer-to-peer network of nodes
The nodes collaborate to reach consensus on changes to the
database
In Ethereum (for example) state of database is the state of a
“world computer” programmable via Smart Contracts.
Assumption: a smart contract will execute as specified
Reality: various mechanisms result in different results e.g.:
Re-ordering of transaction orders (intentionally) by miners
Unexpected consequences of transactions (e.g. with The
DAO allowing re-invocation)
Solidity language  compilation produces unexpected
results – it is seriously broken
(https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=14691212 https://goo.gl/r7qKvc )
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TECHNICAL ISSUES – 2 – EXTERNAL DATA
Typical examples of Smart Contract: An index based agricultural
insurance policy, or bank transaction Smart Contract:
The Smart Contract has to run on every node in the
blockchain
They all query an oracle (weather service, bank server) and
expect to get same data
BUT there is no guarantee:
Oracle may change
Oracle may be inaccessible
A Smart Contract responding to external data is not deterministic
(cannot always give the same result)
Solution here is a “trusted third party” that queries the oracle
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TECHNICAL ISSUES – 3 - SEMANTICS
Smart contracts exist in multiple layers – from human
intention through to CPU instruction
Each layer needs syntax and semantics – semantics to
specify the meaning of concepts and the map to the real
world.
Real world impinges on the “blockchain world” – the meaning
of concepts change, the real world changes.
Conflict of semantics leads to real world failure:
Classic example is the Mars Climate Orbiter 1998
Hospital kills patients (digitally), Michigan 2003
Nuclear attack early warning systems (repeatedly)
Proper semantics means formal vocabularies (ontologies) to
systematise descriptions of the world
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REPRESENTATIONS OF THE WORLD
Long human history – ever since Aristotle’s “Categories”
Medieval catalogues of human knowledge
16th and 17th century attempts at “perfect languages” cf.
John Wilkins’ Real Character and Leibniz’s Characteristica
universalis
Modern examples include Cyc (http://www.cyc.com/) which
attempts to represent all human knowledge.
Core challenge in AI – the symbol grounding problem
(https://arxiv.org/html/cs/9906002 ) - enabling computer
systems to link to real world directly.
Blockchains and smart contracts assume symbol grounding
problem is solved.
The code will allow no ambiguity of interpretation and
“execute with inhuman precision”
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PHILOSOPHICAL/POLITICAL ISSUES
Philosophically using Smart Contracts implies:
We can describe the world, or part of the world perfectly
This part of the world will not change
We can release the SC onto a blockchain to run forever.
There will be no mistakes in the code or the representation of
the world
Logically this denies much that we know about the world:
Humans are fallible
The world changes
We usually like to have democratic/political control of
processes
So we need to be able to revise a SC, change it, adapt it to reality
and human needs
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OPPORTUNITIES
(BUT YOU STILL WANT TO USE THEM ….)
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TECHNICAL ISSUES 4 – TOWARDS ROBUSTNESS
Strategies for more robust smart contracts:
Best practices – risk analysis, security requirements, attack
modelling, code audits.
Design Patterns (Gang of Four – Gamma et al.) – for SC ownership,
data provider authentication, transfer of funds
Static analysis tools – many tools being developed especially for
Ethereum’s Solidity language, but also for EVM bytecode analysis
Formal verification i.e. formal proofs that code is correct
This needs to be done at the various layers mentioned
Use better, more rigorous languages for Smart Contracts e.g. Tezos
with the Michelson language (and many others)
Use languages that do not surprise you
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WHY BLOCKCHAINS WITH SEMANTICS
“A Shared, Distributed “Source of Truth” – common
statement about usefulness of blockchains
A single database to rule them all ….
Most current blockchain based applications have very
simple data models/very simple semantics e.g.:
Very simple e.g. “is certified organic” yes/no
Or quite arbitrary e.g. Everledger’s diamond
descriptions
Obvious space for standards/vocabularies/ontologies
But not one ontology to rule them all
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EXAMPLE: ONTOLOGY BASED PREDICTION
MARKETS
Proposal by Stefano Bertolo (https://goo.gl/i4bFNS )
Concerns Augur - an Ethereum based prediction market
Alice stablished a market for the prediction “"By March 31
2016, Siemens will have become a customer of Neo
Technology”"
Basically suggests that one can use ontologies (in this case
schema.org) to formalize the a. description of the prediction,
b. the evaluation of the correctness
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FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF A PREDICTION
Bertolo assumes triple stores exist which
collect facts such as "On March 28, 2016
Siemens announced that it deploying
Neo4J through a contract serviced by Neo
Technology” as triples
Then SPARQL queries are written against
this data set
Who is doing this: ThomsonReuters, New
York Times, BBC, …
Digital to physical interface crossed via
news reports i.e. symbol grounding is via
human interpretation and writing about
events.
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THE USES OF REASONING 1
PRE-EXECUTION
Reasoning and formal proofs can help to ensure a piece of
smart contract code corresponds to intent. Guarantees are
very difficult.
Can help to show there are no “loopholes” in a smart
contract code.
Can help to show that separate (locally scoped) rules do not
interact to create global contradictions, or be combined in
unforeseen ways and have unwanted side effects.
Formal methods are not a silver bullet – a tool
Formal specifications will also allow for more confidence in
combining “patterns” for smart contracts
 Formally rigorous design patterns for smart contracts
are needed.
.
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THE USES OF REASONING 2
POST EXECUTION
Reasoning can be used to verify contract completion. Combination of input
from “executor” of contract together with other data input to conclude YES
contract has been fulfilled, or NO contact has not been fulfilled
Context-aware systems (ubiquitous computing/IoT) will play an increasing
role.
Allow inferences like:
Executor has sent 100kg carrots
Carrots are of type “Imperator 58”
Carrots are now in location XYZ (street address, or long/lat)
Therefore contract has been fulfilled
The more there are semantics, the more the logical rigour, the more this
process can be automated.
And arbitration can be avoided.
.
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BUILDING BLOCKS TOWARDS SEMANTICS IN
“SMART” CONTRACTS
1.

2.
3.
4.

.

Efforts to provide logical rigour (formal verification) to
blockchain platforms
Tezos (https://www.tezos.com/ ) for example – uses
OCaml due to logical rigour and type logic
Tezos also provides a smart contract language
(Michelson) that is amendable to formal verification.
Open source and commercial reasoning engines
Existing ontologies and related work for formalisation of
legal contracts
Standards (i.e. vocabularies of varying degrees of
formality) and ontologies for the electronic transactions
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SEMANTICS FOR LEGAL CONCEPTS AND
CONTRACTS
Existing ontologies and related work for formalisation of legal
contracts (e.g. Casellas 2011, Casanovas et al. 2016 or for a
specific example concerning tenders Distino 2016).
Pioneer here was Dutch Joost Breuker – Leibniz Centre for
Law – no longer active.
Most recent work has concerned ontologies used for Information
Extraction over legal texts.
Smart contracts (as Riccardian contracts) provide a big
opportunity to explore more thoroughly use of semantics and
reasoning for contract management.
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STANDARDS AND ONTOLOGIES FOR COMMERCIAL
TRANSACTIONS
Start with Schema.org (http://schema.org/) and GoodRelations
Ontology (http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/ ) designed
for e-commerce but widely used.
Existing vocabularies for supply chain activities (e.g. GS1 GTIN for
identifiers, GS1 EPCIS for processes (cf. Solanki and Brewster 2015 for a
formalisation)

Standards for geographical location management and inference
(e.g. Geonames)
Choose a specific domain to test out e.g. pharmaceuticals, logistics,
agrifood etc.
Many standards exists, low uptake in practice.
Scott Nelson (of Sweetbridge) argues the blockchains
ecosystem is an opportunity for incentivising adoption of
semantic standards ….
.
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LEGAL ISSUE – ARBITRATION AND MATTEREUM
How do you make smart contracts legally enforceable?
Ideologically anti-government
…. Use the 1958 Arbitration Treaty signed by most
governments
Mattereum “is the first Internet of Agreements
infrastructure project for legally-enforceable smart
contracts, enabling the sale and lease of physical
property and other transfers of rights in assets.”
Originally used for maritime disputes, now more and more
used
Clause in the contract says participants agree to abide by
XYZ arbitration procedure
A privatised form of justice – transfers symbol grounding
to lawyers
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EXAMPLE: TABLE GRAPE SUPPLY CHAIN (ACTUAL)
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EXAMPLE: USES OF SMART CONTRACTS IN
PENSION SYSTEMS
The vision is to address problems in the pension system: poor
governance, poor performance, hidden costs, poor data management,
and fraud.
“Program everything into smart contracts” will achieve (it is claimed):
Better transparency
Better governance
Examples include Auctus (https://auctus.org/).
Real motivation is to reduce costs – which in reality means effort and
complexity will be transferred to somewhere else in the system –
probably the end user.
Main use of blockchains in the pensions sphere is to provide permanent
records --- but what about GDPR?
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EXAMPLE: MANURE/MEST
Complex problem of huge environmental impact (N &
Ph)
NL has a major manure problem – causing excessive
agricultural emissions
Farmers transport manure all over the place – it gets lost
as a result ☺
Blockchain technology may enable an immutable record
of who produces what, sends where
ML perhaps could use multiple data sources to predict
malfeasance (illegal activity)
Hugely complex use with lots of real world
“messiness”
There are many high hopes here …..
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OPTIMISTISM OR PESSIMISTISM
Optimists will say: THIS IS AN ENGINEERING PROBLEM
Look at civil engineering:
Many bridges have failed over history
Most bridges do not fail now
Problem is really robust software systems are relatively few.
Most modern computer science has worked in an “agile”
manner, a “move fast and break things” philosophy
This will not work with pension funds …
If we can roll back, adapt, change functionalities,
intervene THEN blockchains with smart contracts may
be useful.
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PLATONIC IDEALS VS. ARISTOTELIAN REALITY
Smart contracts are a Platonic ideal – they indicate a belief in
perfect idealised reality.
We imagine pensions as abstract ideals with perfect features
and performance.
Aristotle believed in observation of reality, rather than inferring
from abstract principles.
In reality, pensions (as an example) are complex with lots of
variations and exceptions.
Commodity trading (wheat, soya, palm oil) is apparently
simple but really complex
We can systematise and automate processes – this seems to be
a passion of our culture – but to avert disaster we need to keep
humans (somewhere) in the loop.
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LEGAL ISSUES - GDPR
General Data Protection Regulation – EC law coming into
effect in May 2018 (https://www.eugdpr.org/ )
Core principle is personal control of personal data and
“right to be forgotten”
Also large fines for data breaches
Inherently conflicts with immutability aspect of blockchain
technology
There are work arounds … which will reflect reality but
these render the use of blockchain technology pointless.

https://medium.com/wearetheledger/the-blockchain-gdpr-paradox-fc51e663d047
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CONCLUSIONS
➢ There will be good use cases for blockchain
technology + smart contracts
➢ They will be much more limited than
currently imagined
➢ There are plenty of excellent reasons to use a
lot more semantics in blockchain technology –
especially smart contracts
➢ There is a strong economic backing here for
semantics – from the lawyers.
➢ Nonetheless it is an open question where the
blockchain technology is actually useful
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION
Take a look:
BLOCKCHAIN.TNO.NL

THE POLITICS OF SMART CONTRACTS AND DAO
Vitalik Buterin’s concept of “smart contracts” goes together
with the idea of a “decentralised autonomous organisation”
i.e. a piece of code you launch and never touch again.
Previous lecture discussed “TheDAO” as a disaster.
But, also another attempt to remove human control,
remove democratic control
This is part of a long history
E.g. technocratic government
E.g. treaties which bind countries internationally to
specific economic or ideological approaches.
Suppose we have a smart contract or a DAO running our
pensions/democracy/lives ….
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ETHICAL ISSUE - HUMANS
Strong moral programme in blockchain
Humans are bad, untrustworthy and dysfunctional
Especially “meddlesome bureaucrats”
Computers are perfect!!!
We just need to remove human beings from the
process, so no mistakes will be made
Closely related to other assumptions in AI and
computer science

https://goo.gl/uKzDLT
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